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1. Match your surroundings: Look at your home and the natural landscape around 
your shed to ensure your color choices harmonize with the environment. This 
doesn’t mean you have to match exactly, but your shed should feel cohesive 
within its setting.

2. Consider your shed style: For example, modern escapes often suit bold contrasts 
like black and white, barn style buildings typically look best with earthy tones and 
playhouses work well with fun, bright colors like pink and purple.

3. Follow the Rule of Three: Stick to a maximum of three main colors for your exterior 
Apply these in a 60-30-10 ratio for a balanced look - 60% main color, 30% trim 
color, and 10% window and door color.

4. Consider fixed elements: Take into account unchangeable features like roof color, 
stonework, or brick. Choose colors that complement these existing elements..

5. Use a color wheel: Understand color relationships to create harmonious schemes. 
Complementary colors (opposite on the wheel) create bold contrasts, while 
analogous olors (next to each other) offer a more subtle palette.

6. Think about light: Remember that colors appear differently in various lighting 
conditions. Test your choices at different times of day to ensure they look good in 
both bright. sunlight and overcast conditions.

7. Create a cohesive palette: Ensure all exterior elements work together, including 
the main siding color, trim, accents, roof, and even landscaping. Note: roof and 
trim should be similar in color, both either light or dark.

8. Consider the psychological impact: Different colors evoke various emotions. 
Warmer tones like reds and oranges are energizing, while cooler blues and greens 
are calming.

Remember, these guidelines are meant to help you make informed decisions, but 
ultimately, the best color scheme is one that makes you happy every time you see 
your shed!

Tips on Choosing a color scheme for your shed:

HoneystoneGray Driftwood TanGray (Vinyl) Clay (Vinyl)

Call us today at 866-979-5660 for more information, or visit us online at shedsdirect.com

Samples of some of the most popular color options selected by our customers




